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LEVEL 1 COACH:
A level 1 coach is an assistant coach. Their main focus is to assist the lead instructor in
providing a service that will wow the students and parents. As an assistant coach
you will connect with students by encouraging them and helping them to complete
class knowing they have taken one more step to becoming a black belt.
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4-Health Life style

Personal Appearance:
As an instructor you will be watched more closely than you’ve ever been as a
student. The way you look communicates how serious you take having this
responsibility. Here is a list to go through before you instruct to make sure you
are looking the part:
1-Wear a full Gi that is not wrinkled
2-Wear your black belt
3-Your hair is brushed
4-Your face is washed
5-You smell good
6-You have good breath
7-Finger and toe nails clipped

“To teach is to
touch a life
forever.”
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Communication:
Learning how to communicate with students and parents alike will play a big role in your
success as a level 1 coach. Here are some key takeaways when communicating with kids:
1-Smile: When you smile it instantly communicates a positive atmosphere. If you have a dog,
you may have said something like this, “you are such a dumb, ugly, smelly dog”. If you say it
smiling, they starting wagging their tail and they think you are being kind. If you say that same
thing with a serious look and a harsh tone their tail goes between their legs and they think they
are in trouble. A smile also changes the way you talk.
2-Eye Contact: Making eye contact when speaking to a group or individual communicates
group with every new sentence. With an individual it is great to maintain eye contact;
however it can be a bit creepy or uncomfortable if you stare at them intensely. To combat this
try to break eye contact every 5-10 seconds. When breaking eye contact try to avoid looking
up or to the side as if you are trying to remember something.
3-Listening: When speaking in a group it is very important to give the group a chance to ask
questions. This breaks the monotony of just hearing your voice and also engages the listeners.
You may want to preface that you will only take two or three questions to limit the down time.
When speaking to an individual you should follow the 2:1 ratio. Since you have two ears you
should listen twice as much as you speak since you only have one mouth. There is a practice

SHUT UP and listen. Sincerely listen to what the other person is saying. Do not be thinking the
whole time about what you are going to say when they are done. Do what we call active
listening; you are truly processing what they are saying.

“To teach is to
touch a life
forever.”

Dummies.com- Improving Your Inflection on the Phone.

physiological. When you smile, the soft palate at the back of your mouth raises and
makes the sound waves more fluid. For those of you who sing in a choir (or in the
shower), you know that the wider you open your mouth and the more teeth you
show, the better tone you get. The same applies on the telephone. Smiling helps
your voice to sound friendly, warm, and receptive.
Some telemarketing companies are so convinced of the value of smiling when
talking on the phone that they install mirrors above telemarketers' desks to remind
them to smile. These same people, by the way, call you when you're just sitting
down to dinner.”
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Attitude:
You may have heard quotes like these:
“Your attitude determines your aptitude” or “Attitudes are contagious, is yours worth catching?”

to the weather, what kind of climate do you produce? Are you someone who is rainy,
slow moving, hunched over, woe is me, life is so hard. Are you someone who is cold;
bitter, mean, short, or rude? Are you someone who is sunny, fun to be around, brings
life to whoever you come into contact with? Having the wrong attitude as an assisthe joy of helping others. Having the right attitude will make you an all-star! Any head
coach would take a less talented assistant coach with a fantastic attitude over a
supper talented assistnat coach with a horrible attitude.
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Healthy Life Style:
To be the best assistant coach you can be, you must be living a healthy
life style. That means eating healthy, exercising regularly and
continuing to improve as a martial artist. A metaphor for your training
your teaching. If you stop training your teaching will slowly head down
stream. If you continue to push yourself and increase the standards
set for yourself it will carry over to your students.
When you expect more of yourself you will in turn do the same for you
nationally. I was pushing myself the hardest and in turn did the same
to my students.
Being healthy is not just physical; it is also mental and spiritual. You
need to continue to educate yourself by reading books that relate to
teaching, communicating, and exercising. You need to understand
that being a coach is not about you putting on a performance. You
have certain talents. How are you going to use the talents? Are you
conquer fears, reach goals… the list could go on and on. You are the
teaching is not about you and your performance, it’s about using your
talents to help others.
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Bowing onto the mat is a sign of respect and should help a
student get mentally ready to take class. This is a technique we
call a “thought interrupter”. A “thought interrupter” is a
technique that resets your thinking/thoughts and gets you
focused at the task at hand. A “thought interrupter” could be a
physical reminder like a bracelet or a picture, or a physical act
to have this mental picture of a light switch flipping that has
your mind 100% engaged in class. As a coach you need to
remind students of this action; if you catch those forgetting
remind them. Here are a few ways to do this:
that was close. You almost started class without
bowing on the mat. Remember, when you bow
that is you saying I am ready to rock this class.”
“Time out… did you remember to bow?”
Waiting for class to start:
This is the few minutes a student has before class begins after
they bow in. This should not be idle time; this should be a time
where a student gets their thoughts focused on their goal of
becoming a black belt one day. As an instructor you should be
holding students accountable and helping them gain that focus.
You do this by encouraging them and praising the students who
are demonstrating black belt focus. It is so encouraging to me
when I end a class and my next class is sitting with their hands
on their knees, backs up straight and the look of steel in their
eyes.
*In addition you need to make sure all the gear bags and shoes
are in their designated spots.
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Lining up:
Line up with structure. I want us all doing
the same thing to eliminate any down time.
Attendance, Stripes
& Action Steps
While students are sitting at
the back of the mat, make sure they
have checked in.
Spot Lights: If an instructor spot
lights a student mark it on the stripe
tracker.
Stripes: If an instructor awards a
student a stripe make sure that
student updates it on the stripe
tracker.
Birthday Cart: If a student’s card
is marked with a post it that
says “Birthday Week”, then
pull out the cart and let the
main instructor know.

up before you move to row two, then three
set points. Once every student has a
set point have the taller students move
to the back of each line and the shorter
students move up front. This will creates
structure and consistancy which allows
students to feel safe.
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Coaching Point #1: Demonstrate Techniques
A Black Belt will always lead by example. When you
demonstrate techniques properly, you’re being a good
leader.
How can you learn multiplication if your teacher
never shows you how to do it?
Would you ever want to learn how to ride a bike from
someone who has never ridden one?
Do you think leaders are watched more closely than
followers?

Coaching Point #2: Encouraging
A Black Belt will always encourage and motivate
others to reach their full potential.
Encouraging is NOT teaching- it’s motivating.
Decide if the following examples are encouraging
or teaching:
“Come on guys! Kick Harder!!”
“When you kick, hit with the weapon.”
“Black belts always try their hardest.”
“Make sure you chamber before you kick.”

Coaching Point #3: Highlight
A coaches job is to catch a student doing

Coaching Point #4: Corrective Feedback
A coach will turn a correction into a positive
experience.
Here is the right and wrong way to correct a
student:

praise students while you’re helping in class. Make
“Awesome punch! You really kept your hands up!”
“You chamber just like a Black Belt!”
“Way to go! Great punch!”
“Your horse stance is better than mine!”

THE RIGHT WAY
Make sure you keep your
hands up like a Black Belt!

THE WRONG WAY
You really need to punch
better than that.

To be a Black Belt you need
to focus on your target.

What are you doing? That
kick is ugly.

*Your goal is to catch every mistake before the
head instructor does.
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Coaching Point #5: Hands On
A Coach will help a student into the proper position.
Here are some common opportunities to help a student:
Fix Stances
Adjust Blocks
Assist Stretches
Tie Belts- A coach should never have to tie a student’s belt, you should.
Help with chambers on kicks *After you help a student into the proper position
Coaching Point#6: Patience
A coach will never show frustration when helping a student.
struggled with techniques too.
reconnect with them ASAP.
Coaching Point #7: Positive Attitude
A coaches attitude is contagious!
Have you ever been around someone with a bad attitude? How did that make you feel?
Have you ever been around someone with a good attitude? How did that make you feel?
Would you rather hang around someone with a positive or negative attitude?
Coaching Point #8: Keep Moving
A coach will always continue to work their way around the mat.
Line of Sight: As you work your way around the mat try to never block a student’s line
of sight with the main instructor.
Walk the Line: Start on one side of the mat and walk down each line looking and
correcting each student if needed.
When no to Move: When the main instructor is doing a mat chat, huddle, group talks
or addressing the entire class.

A COACHES

ATTITUDE

IS

CONTAGIOUS
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Emotional Bank Account:
We want to treat every student as though we hold an emotional bank account with them. Each interaction we have, from the moment we meet, either adds funds to that bank account or makes withdrawals. Our job is to keep the amount that’s in that account as high as possible. Things that add
funds to the account, what we call ‘deposits,’ are the things that make them feel good – complimenting them, encouraging them, remembering their name, and treating them like they’re important. The
things that take funds out of the account, or ‘withdrawals,’ are the negatives – correcting their behavior, belittling them, and making them feel less valuable.
leadership role to make those withdrawals. Think about a student who is misbehaving and needs to
be sat out or disciplined. The act of disciplining that student will make a withdrawal from the emoplining, they’re just going to think you’re mean.)

-

At this stage, your goal is to only make deposits. There should be no withdrawals yet. Making those
withdrawals is a learned skill, and for a Level 1 coach, your goal should just be to build relationships
however you can. Imagine that every student you come into contact with is wearing a sign around
their neck that reads, “Make me feel important.” How will you treat them? That’s going to make those
deposits and help you really build those relationships.
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Name:
Make a point to learn everyone’s name and recognize them as a member of the class. Address Black Belts

-

might look like:
“High, my name is Mr. Josh, what is your name? (Bobby) Bobby, it’s nice to meet you. Bobby where do
you do to school? (Brookwood) Cool, we have a few students here that go to Brookwood. Well Bobby I
can’t wait to help you in class today. It is going to be a blast.”
Level one instructor’s make it a point to learn at least two student’s name per class. Do not try to do any
more than that. Think about taking baby steps as you get to know everyone in class. If you try to connect
with too many students you will end up connecting with none and you would have missed a great opportunity to make a deposit into a few students emotional bank account.
Hands on/Physical Anchor:
Not just technique or body adjustments,
“High Fives” and pats on the back go a long
way to show a student that you recognize
them as an individual and appreciate their
you are only allowed to touch from the
shoulders down on the arms and from the
knee down on their legs.

COACHING TIP: When asking a student
how their day was, always try to go 3 levels
deeper. Here is an example conversation...
Coach: How was you day?
Student: Good.
Coach: What was good about it?
Student: I had fun at recess.
Coach: What did you do at recess?
Student: I played on the swings.

Conversation:
Taking the time to talk with students and ask them about their life is a great way to grow the relationship.
With many of these relationship building techniques you will only be able to do this with a few students per
class. This is not a sprint, it is a marathon. Take your time and make these relationships genuine and not
rushed or forced. ASK QUESTIONS about them, try not to talk about you. (Follow the skills learned in the
communication section of Personal Attributes.)

COACHING
LEVELS
Level 1: Assistant Coach
An assistant coaches main objective is building relationships and motivating the
student’s all while assisting the will support the lead coach.
How to become a level 2 Coach: Assist with 100 classes
Level 2: Coach
A coach can teach a full class with a predetermined environment. A lead coach will
provide a lesson plan and will review it with the coach before hand. In addition a
coach will now start to grade other coaches.
How to become a level 3 Coach: Have at least one year experience as a level 2
coach and can teach every age and belt level.
Level 3: Lead Coach
A Lead coach can teach all classes and age groups and has the ability to write their
lesson plans based on a season layout designed by a head coach. In addition a lead
coach will help develop the Level 1 and Level 2 coaches.
How to become a level 4 Coach: Have have least one year experience as a level 3
Level 4: Head Coach
A head coach Can run an entire season and is responsible for all activities pertaining
to the mat. Here is a list:
Graduation, action steps, upgrades, miss you calls,birthday days, black belt test,
novice test, panel test, and ???
How to become a level 5 Coach: Have a least one year experience as a level 4
coach and have completed the 7 steps to ownership.
Level 5: Owner/Operator Coach
An owner/operator coach runs the entire Dojo and is responsible for
the 99 tasks sheet that outlines how to run a success Dojo.
How to become a level 6 Coach: Have at least one year experience
as a level 5 coach and must out perform every other level 5 coach.
Level 6: Area Coach:
An area coach is in charge up to 5 other Dojo’s, mentoring and leading
other level 5 coaches.

